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“Where life
never gets old.”

The phrase “survival of the fittest” is often used to
describe the tough tactics people use to get ahead in modern society, but scientists have determined that a far more effective
coping strategy might be “survival of the kindest.” The second
week of November is World Kindness Week, a perfect opportunity to make kindness a part of our everyday routines.
Humans have evolved into one of Earth’s most social species.
While many people tend to think of humans as inherently competitive with each other, fighting for resources, mates, or even
promotions at work, scientist and psychologist Dacher Keltner
takes another point of view. He believes that humans are built to
be kind. Our generosity, self-sacrifice, play, modesty, compassion, awe, gratitude, and even embarrassment all present powerful evidence of our innate drives for kindness and caring. Research shows that when people act kindly toward others, they
take more pleasure in society and are more likely to feel satisfied
and happy. New research suggests that our vagus nerve in particular may have evolved to support and encourage altruistic behaviors. Perhaps stimulation of the vagus nerve is what prompted
writer Anne Herbert to write, “Practice random kindness and
senseless acts of beauty” on a placemat in a California restaurant
in 1982.
Herbert’s notion that we should practice random acts of kindness is not new. Jews have practiced mitzvahs, or good deeds for
others, for millennia. In the cafés of Naples, Italy, hardworking
people who unexpectedly come into money pay for two coffees,
a tradition called caffe sospeso, taking one for themselves and
leaving the other for someone less fortunate. In 2006, the Free
Hugs Campaign was launched on YouTube, encouraging people
to share the simple act of a hug with others in need of comfort.
For some, kindness is easy. For others, sharing public acts of
kindness may take practice. Start by doing one small, kind thing
for someone. As the Greek fabulist Aesop once said, “No act of
kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted.”
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Veterans Day
November 11, 2021

Honoring All Who
Have Served
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“Where life never gets old.”

Rosary—
Tuesdays at 4:15
First Friday Mass—
11/5 at 10:15
Catholic Communion—
Sundays at 9:30
in the Chapel

Helen Will-Gallegos, Dining
Helen loves working at Dove Estates. Her favorite part of
the job is doing the dishes (although her mom questions
that!!). She enjoys meeting and talking with the residents
when she is serving in the dining room. Her first week of
work she got to meet the grandma of one of her friends and
one of her own grandma's best friends. Prior to working at
Dove, Helen worked as a server and housekeeper at Grassland Estates.
Helen attended Campus High School where she was a
member of the soccer team all four years and graduated
with honors. She is also active year-round in Special Olympics and no surprise that soccer is her favorite sport. She
plays volleyball, basketball, track, swimming and snow skiing. Her team just took 3rd place at volleyball regionals in
Hutchinson. In 2013, Helen was a member of Team USA,
representing Kansas, at the Special Olympics Winter World Games in Pyeongchang, South Korea. After a
very exciting 15 days, she came home with two silver medals in cross country skiing. On that trip she met
Apolo Anton Ohno, Michelle Kwan, and Tim Shriver, the grandson of the founder Eunice Kennedy Shriver.
In her spare time, Helen listens to all kinds of music, reads, draws and colors. She has one dog, Tater Tot,
and two cats, Tiger and Lily. She has a younger brother and sister and throughout the year they compete in
5k races in Wichita. She recently ran the Pumpkin Run 5K at WSU and is signed up to run several more
before the end of the year.

Fitness Open House!
November 3rd
10:00/11:00/12:30/3:00
Learn the services Lisa, our
Fitness Director, offers!

Thanksgiving Lunch
11:00

5 Ingredient Pumpkin bread with cake
mix


1 box Jello-O vanilla instant pudding



1 can pumpkin puree



3 eggs



1/2 teaspoon pumpkin pie spice



1 box Duncan Hines Perfectly Moist spice cake mix

Monday Outings
Leaving at 2:00
Target 11/1
Walmart 11/8, 11/22, 11/29
Dollar Tree 11/15

1. Preheat oven to 350
2. Add vanilla pudding, pumpkin puree, eggs, and pumpkin pie spice into bowl. Mix well
3. Add spice cake mix and mix until just blended. Overmixing the batter will cause the middle to sink more.
4. Place in 9x5 pan. Bake for 50– 60 minutes until toothpick comes out clean.
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Thursday, November 18

Darlene Burke

Patrick Adams 11/5
Wanda McKenzie 11/6
Carolyn Scofield 11/15
Pauline Williams 11/18
Jan Born 11/20
Janet Heimerman 11/29
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